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THE

COWORKING TREND

BY STEVE BERGSMAN
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B

efore there was coworking
space, the terminology for shared
workspaces was often the reliable
QISBTFoTFSWJDFEPˎDFTp*OTPNFQMBDFT
around the world, the latter phrasing
is still used and often interchangeable
with coworking. The big company in
the coworking space was Luxembourgbased Regus, now called IWG plc.
Then WeWork updated the look, the
feel, and the whole concept of shared
workspace, thus creating an even newer
QISBTF oDPMMBCPSBUJWF XPSLTQBDFp 5IF
NBSLFUQMBDF DIBOHFE RVJDLMZ XIFO
*8( UIFO 3FHVT  JOUSPEVDFE JUT 4QBDFT
coworking concept. They had to do
something, because back in 2016, as one
ˌOBODJBM XSJUFS OPUFE  3FHVT CPBTUFE
 NJMMJPO TRVBSF GFFU PG TQBDF  CVU
had a market capitalization of $4 billion,
while WeWork had just over 5 million
TRVBSFGFFUPGTQBDFBOEBNBSLFUDBQPG
$16 billion. People liked WeWork’s space
and its stock.
WeWork blew into the big cities and
was competitive immediately. However,
depending on where the coworking

TQBDF XBT MPDBUFE  UIF FˋFDU  UJNJOH 
target market, and implementation
XFSF DPOTJEFSBCMZ EJˋFSFOU 5ISFF
SIOR professionals in London, Toronto,
BOE %BMMBT DPOˌSN UIF WBSJBUJPOT PG
coworking in the respective markets,
and the trend lines ahead.

T

hough Regus has been providing
coworking space for almost 30
years, the latest entrant to the
market - WeWork - has adopted a
EJˋFSFOU BQQSPBDI UP TFDVSJOH NBSLFU
share, says Iain Rackley, SIOR, principal
BU"WJTPO:PVOHJO-POEPO*O8F8PSLnT
case, this has been through creating
coworking communities in large
CVJMEJOHT  UZQJDBMMZ   TRVBSF GFFU
UP TRVBSFGFFU"TTVDI 3BDLMFZ
sees it as capturing the zeitgeist of
coworking being a shared activity.
5IF TJHOJˌDBODF PG DPXPSLJOH PˎDF
QSPWJEFST UP UIF $FOUSBM -POEPO PˎDF
NBSLFUDBOCFTFFOJOUIFPˎDFUBLFVQ
ˌHVSFT $PXPSLJOH TQBDF XBT BCPVU 
percent of London’s total let-up last year,
as compared to 10 years ago when it
was just 1 percent to 3 percent. London’s

NBJO TFSWJDFE PˎDF QSPWJEFST r *8( 
8F8PSL  8PSLTQBDF  BOE 5IF 0ˎDF
Group – now provide a wide range of
coworking environments, from high-end
private club-type space to utilitarian,
oUSFOEZpTQBDF5IJTJTTFWFSBMJUFSBUJPOT
PO GSPN UIF TFSWJDFEPˎDF QSPWJEFS
being the main recycler of secondhand
space, loaded up with desks and limited
regard as to how that space could be
used.
5P ˌMM BMM UIJT TQBDF  PQFSBUPST IBWF
become smarter in the way they market
TQBDF 'JSTU  SBUIFS UIBO ˌMM EFTLT XJUI
small, start-up companies, co-work
operators who are taking large units of
space are looking to larger companies
UPˌMMUIFJSTQBDF4P JOTUFBEPGBTUBSU
up company with 10 techies, operators
are looking for professional service
organizations - lawyers, accountants
and others - to sign up 50 to 150 desk
positions. This will provide a solid core
of revenue that will boost the value of
UIF PQFSBUPSnT FRVJUZ 5IF oXJOp GPS UIF
PDDVQJFS JT USBEJOH Pˋ B QSFNJVN PQFY
DPTU BHBJOTU MJNJUFE DBQFY 6, UFOBOUT
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do not receive much in the way of tenant
JNQSPWFNFOUTGSPNCVJMEJOHPXOFST BOE
TJHOJˌDBOUMZMPXFSDPOUJOHFOUMJBCJMJUJFT
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Part of the marketing has been aimed
at getting the brokers onside to bring
in footloose occupiers through paying
broker’s fees. Rackley says that in the
U.K., the traditional approach has been
for the building owner and the occupier
to pay their own advisers’ fees. In the
coworking market, the operator will pay
the broker’s fee – typically, this is 10
percent of contract value on a 12-month
contract. In response to having a large
BNPVOU PG TQBDF UP ˌMM  PQFSBUPST BSF
OPXPˋFSJOHPOFBOEBIBMGUPUXPUJNFT
this fee level. In addition, the industry is
seeing incentives being paid to brokers
UP HFU UIFJS DMJFOUT UP WJFX TQFDJˌD
buildings. In short, there is clearly a big
QVTIUPHFUoCVOTPOTFBUTpJODPXPSLJOH
space and to get that revenue up.

R

egus has been in Toronto for
decades, so it is a misnomer that
coworking never existed before
WeWork came into the market. Rob
3FOBVE  4*03  NBOBHJOH QSJODJQBM 
senior vice president at Devencore in
Toronto, believes that what WeWork
PˋFSTJTKVTUBoGBODJFSWFSTJPOPG3FHVTp
CZ PˋFSJOH USBEJUJPOBM TFSWJDFEPˎDFT
with concierges, nice reception areas,
DBQQVDDJOP CBST  DPPM ˌTI UBOLT BOE
artwork to name a few incentives. Other
FOUSBOUT  TVDI BT *2 0ˎDF 4VJUFT  IBWF
come into the market as well.
o5IFQSPCMFN pBT3FOBVESFDBMMT oJTUIBU
XFIBWFBWFSZMPXWBDBODZSBUF BSPVOE
 QFSDFOU  IFSF JO 5PSPOUP DPXPSLJOH
companies are looking for space, but so
are the other traditional users.”
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0WFS  NJMMJPO TRVBSF GFFU PG PˎDF
space has been built in downtown
Toronto in the last 10 years, namely large
buildings ranging 800,000 to 2 million
TRVBSF GFFU 5IF MBOE JT UPP FYQFOTJWF
for a coworking company to build in the
downtown core as these operators are
small- to mid-range users of space.
o*nWFBTLFEDPXPSLJOHDPNQBOJFTUPUBLF

"...there is clearly a big push to get 'buns on seats' in coworking space
and to get that revenue up."
TQBDF SJHIU Pˋ UIF DPSF p 3FOBVE TBZT 
oBOE UIFZ TBZ OP CFDBVTF UIFJS DMJFOUT
can’t walk there.”
WeWork in Toronto initially went into a
brick and beam-style building. In the
past, one would not see Regus doing
this. Now, they have created a new
business called Spaces, which is similar
to WeWork but has included loft-style,
creative design. WeWork is now going
JOUP NPSF USBEJUJPOBM PˎDF CVJMEJOHT BT
UIF PQUJPOT GPS UIF oDPPMp MPDBUJPOT BSF
harder to come by.
There is also another new trend coming
up. If a big company temporarily needs
  TRVBSF GFFU PG TQBDF GPS 
people in a special team, or if a company
launches a short-term project, why not
MFBTF UIF FYUSB TQBDF  6TJOH DPXPSL
space is another way of not taking
on as much risk. This is what some
corporations are doing, Renaud shares.
Instead of having all of the space under
MPOHUFSN MFBTFT POMZ UP ˌOE UIBU UIFZ
guessed wrong, why not keep 10 to 20
QFSDFOUJOˍFYJCMFTQBDFBOEUIFSFTUJO
QFSNBOFOUTQBDF o5IJTJTXIBUXFBSF
seeing in Toronto and elsewhere around
UIFXPSME pTBZT3FOBVE oFTQFDJBMMZXJUI
the new accounting rules.”

T

he creation and leasing of cowork space started growing in
Dallas around 2014. Grant Pruitt,
SIOR, president and managing director
at Whitebox Real Estate LLC in Dallas,
says Dallas was already a huge market
for executive suites, so it lent itself well
UP DPXPSLJOH o8F OPX IBWF TFWFSBM
EJˋFSFOU DPXPSLJOH ˌSNT PQFSBUJOH
IFSF p 1SVJUU TBZT  oJODMVEJOH 4QBDFT CZ
Regus, Industrious, and Common Desk.
8F8PSL UPPL   TRVBSF GFFU JO B
50-story building downtown, more space
in a new mid-rise building in uptown,
and in a two-story, warehouse-type

structure.” WeWork has taken space in
six locations around the metroplex, but
Pruitt has seen coworking operations
UBLF TQBDF JO KVTU BCPVU FWFSZ PˎDF
class.
Pruitt sees it as another arrow in his
RVJWFSUPVTFXJUIDMJFOUTCFDBVTF BTIF
QVUTJU o*nNPOMZPOUIFUFOBOUTJEFp
o* IBWF B DMJFOU UIBU MPPLT GPS CVJMEJOHT
XJUITPNFTPSUPGˍFYJCMFTQBDFCFDBVTF
it has lots of seasonal workers,” he says.
o.Z DMJFOU DBO MFBTF TQBDF BOE QBZ GPS
PˎDFT UIFZ BSF OPU HPJOH UP VTF OJOF
months out of the year, or they can go
UP B CVJMEJOH XJUI ˍFYJCMF DPXPSL PS
executive suite space, lease the space
UIFZ SFRVJSF  NPOUIT PVU PG UIF ZFBS
PO B EJSFDU CBTJT  BOE ˍFY JO BOE PVU PG
the coworking space in the building for
the three months needed for seasonal
workers.” When leased from a co-work
provider, the seasonal workers still have
a sense of community. They can use the
break room as well as the conference
SPPNT JO UIF EJSFDU TQBDF  CVU UIF
company does not have to pay rent for
the nine months the extra space is not
used.
The downside for a lot of companies past
a certain size is that the cost is so much
HSFBUFS GPS DPXPSL TQBDF o:PV BSF
paying double the rent,” notes Pruitt. "If
ZPVBSFJOBQFSTRVBSFGPPUCVJMEJOH 
JU JT HPJOH UP CF  QFS TRVBSF GPPU JO
WeWork or other co-work space. You
BSF QBZJOH GPS UIF ˌOJTI  GSFF CFFS  BOE
ˍFYJCJMJUZp
The latest trend is the outsourcing of coXPSLEFWFMPQNFOU"DPNQBOZDBOMFBTF
space and bring in a coworking service
provider to create co-work type space.
Pruitt saw this happen in Plano, just
PVUTJEFPG%BMMBTo4BZZPVMFBTF 
TRVBSFGFFUJOBOPˎDFUPXFSBDPXPSL

company will build the space out like
B 8F8PSL p IF TBZT o*U XJMM MPPL MJLF
WeWork space but you lease the space on
a direct basis, so you have control of the
lease. You’re not under a WeWork lease.
The sales pitch is they are building so
much of this, they will be able to build the
space so it looks like WeWork at a much
cheaper price than the competition.”
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